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The iterative ensemble Kalman filter (IEnKF) in a deterministic framework was

introduced in Sakov et al. (2012) to extend the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) and

improve its performance in mildly up to strongly nonlinear cases. However, the IEnKF

assumes that the model is perfect. This assumption simplified the update of the system at

a time different from the observation time, which made it natural to apply the IEnKF

for smoothing. In this study, we generalise the IEnKF to the case of imperfect model

with additive model error.

The new method called IEnKF-Q conducts a Gauss-Newton minimisation in ensemble

space. It combines the propagated analysed ensemble anomalies from the previous cycle

and model noise ensemble anomalies into a single ensemble of anomalies, and by doing

so takes an algebraic form similar to that of the IEnKF. The performance of the IEnKF-

Q is tested in a number of experiments with the Lorenz-96 model, which show that the

method consistently outperforms both the EnKF and the IEnKF naively modified to

accommodate additive model noise.
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1. Introduction

The analysis step in the Kalman filter (KF, Kalman 1960) can be

seen as a single iteration of the Gauss-Newton minimisation of

a nonlinear cost function (Bell 1994). It yields an exact solution

in the linear case and works well in weakly nonlinear cases, 5

but becomes increasingly suboptimal as the system’s nonlinearity

increases. The same limitation applies to the ensemble Kalman

filter (EnKF, Evensen 1994), which represents a state space

formulation of the KF suitable for large-scale applications.
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2 P. Sakov, J.-M. Haussaire and M. Bocquet

To handle cases of stronger nonlinearity, a number of10

iterative EnKF schemes have been developed. Gu and Oliver

(2007) introduced the ensemble randomized maximum likelihood

filter (EnRML) method, which represents a stochastic (Monte-

Carlo) Gauss-Newton solver. Sakov et al. (2012) developed its

deterministic analogue called the iterative EnKF (IEnKF) and15

tested its performance in a number of significantly nonlinear

situations with low-order models. Both the EnRML and IEnKF do

essentially rely on the assumption that the model is perfect. This

assumption allows one to apply ensemble transforms calculated

in the course of data assimilation (DA) to the ensemble at20

the time of the previous analysis, as in the ensemble Kalman

smoother (EnKS, Evensen and van Leeuwen 2000), and then re-

apply the forward model. Transferring the ensemble transforms

back in time improves the initial estimates of the state and

state error covariance, which in turn reduces the nonlinearity25

of the system and improves the forecast (the background)

and forecast covariance (the background covariance) used in

calculating the analysis at the next iteration. Despite processing

the same observations multiple times, the IEnKF maintains the

balance between the background and observation terms in the cost30

function: each next iteration represents a correction to the previous

one rather than a new assimilation of the same observations. It

is different in this respect from the Running in Place scheme

(RIP, Kalnay and Yang 2010; Yang et al. 2012), which adopts

the latter approach. The RIP also has a stochastic implementation35

(Lorentzen and Nævdal 2011). A Bayesian derivation of the

IEnKF, which suggests its optimality for nonlinear chaotic

models, has been given in section 2 of Bocquet and Sakov (2014).

The perfect model framework makes it possible to extend the

IEnKF for assimilating future observations, or smoothing. The40

corresponding method is known as the iterative ensemble Kalman

smoother (IEnKS, Bocquet and Sakov 2014, 2013). The IEnKF

can also be enhanced to accommodate the inflation-less EnKF

(IEnKF-N, Bocquet and Sakov 2012), and the ensemble space

formulation of the IEnKF algorithm makes it possible to localise45

it (Bocquet 2016) with the localisation method known as the local

analysis (Evensen 2003). Moreover, it is possible to base the

iterative EnKF on minimisation methods other than the Gauss-

Newton, e.g., on the Levenberg-Marquardt method (Bocquet and

Sakov 2012; Chen and Oliver 2013). 50

Along with the listed above single-cycle iterative schemes,

there are also a variety of multi-cycle iterative EnKF methods,

emerging mostly from applications with static or quasi-static

model state, such as oil reservoir modelling (e.g., Li and Reynolds

2009). Such methods involve re-propagation of the system from 55

the initial time using the last estimation of the static parameters

of the model. They are less suitable for applications with chaotic

(e.g., with atmospheric or oceanic) models, when the divergence

at any single cycle can be typically considered as a crash of the

system. 60

The additive model error can be straightforwardly included

into Monte-Carlo, or stochastic formulations of either iterative

or non-iterative EnKF schemes. While it has not been formally

considered in the original EnRML (Gu and Oliver 2007), it was a

part of the iterative ensemble smoother by Mandel et al. (2016). 65

Despite the intensive developments of the deterministic

iterative EnKF schemes, so far they have not rigorously included

the model error. One reason for that is the simplicity of the

asynchronous DA in the perfect model framework (Evensen and

van Leeuwen 2000; Hunt et al. 2004; Sakov et al. 2010). The 70

other reason is that the model error increases the dimension of

the minimisation problem: if in the perfect model case the optimal

model state at any particular time defines the whole optimal model

trajectory, with a non-perfect model the global in time optimal

solution represents a set of optimal model states at each DA 75

cycle. This complicates the problem even in the simplest case of

sequential DA considered in this study.

The development of an IEnKF framework with imperfect

model can have a number of important theoretical and practical

implications. Firstly, it can help understand limits of applicability 80

of the perfect-model framework and limitations of empirical

treatments of the model error. Further, it would be interesting

to see whether/when adding empirically the model error term to

the cost function can have a regularising effect similar to that

of the transition from the strong constraint 4D-Var to the weak- 85

constraint 4D-Var. Including the model error has the potential to

successfully address situations when a large model error can be

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls



An iterative EnKF in presence of additive model error 3

expected, such as of a probable algal bloom in biogeochemical

models, or of a rain event in land models.

This study develops an iterative method called IEnKF-Q based90

on the Gauss-Newton minimisation in the case of a system with

additive model error. In the following, the non-Gaussianity of

the data assimilation system originates from the nonlinearity

of the model dynamics and the observation frequency. This

data assimilation system is assumed to lie in a range from95

a weakly nonlinear to a strongly nonlinear regime, where the

EnKF might fail but where multimodality of the underlying cost

function is still not prominent. Nonetheless, by construction,

the IEnKF-Q could also accommodate nonlinear observation

operators and to some extent, which is context-dependent, non-100

Gaussian variables due to its variational analysis. The strongly

nonlinear regime where multimodality becomes prominent and

where the iterative ensemble Kalman filter and smoother could

fail has been discussed in the conclusions of Bocquet and Sakov

(2014). We refer to Fillion et al. (2017) for a more complete study105

of this strongly nonlinear regime but in a perfect model context.

The outline of the study is as follows. The IEnKF-Q method

is formulated in section 2. If the observation operator is linear,

an alternative formulation resulting in the decoupling into a

smoothing and a filtering analysis is discussed in section 3. A110

pseudo-code for the IEnKF-Q algorithm is presented in section 4,

and its performance with the Lorenz-96 model is tested in

section 5. These tests include a preliminary study of a local

IEnKF-Q. The results are discussed in section 6 and summarised

in section 7.115

2. Formulation and derivation

The IEnKF-Q method is introduced from the more general context

of the following global in time cost function JK :

{x?i }
K
i=1 = arg min

{xi}Ki=1

JK(x1, . . . ,xK), (1a)

JK(x1, . . . ,xK) =
1

2
‖x1 − xf

1‖2(Pf
1)

−1 +
1

2

K∑
i=2

‖yi −Hi(xi)‖2R−1
i

120

+
1

2

K∑
i=2

‖xi −Mi(xi−1)‖2
Q−1

i
. (1b)

Here i is the cycle number associated with time, K – number of

cycles plus one, xi – (model) state at cycle i, x?i – state estimate

(analysis) at cycle i, xf
1 – initial state estimate, Pf

1 – initial state 125

error covariance, yi – observations, Hi – observation operator,

Ri – observation error covariance,Mi – model operator, and Qi

- model error covariance; and the norm notation ‖x‖2B ≡ xTBx

is used. The cost function is assumed to be, generally, nonlinear

due to nonlinear operatorsM and H. 130

In the case of linear M and H the problem (1) becomes

quadratic and has recursive solutions. The last component of

the solution x?K is known as the filtering analysis and is given

by the KF, while the whole analysis {x?i }
K
i=1 is given by the

Kalman smoother. In the nonlinear case, it is essential for the 135

applicability of recursive, or sequential, methods based on the KF,

such as the EnKF, that the nonlinearity of the system is weak.

The rationale for iterative methods such as the IEnKF is that the

weak nonlinearity needs to be achieved only in the course of

minimisation; then the final analysis is calculated essentially for a 140

linear system.

Therefore, the focus of an iterative method is a single analysis

cycle (i.e. K = 2) and the associated problem that arises in the

course of the iterative solution of

{x?1,x?2} = arg min
{x1,x2}

J(x1,x2), (2a) 145

J(x1,x2) =
1

2
‖x1 − xa

1‖2(Pa
1)

−1 +
1

2
‖y2 −H(x2)‖2R−1

+
1

2
‖x2 −M(x1)‖2Q−1 . (2b)

Here we have dropped the absolute time indices and use relative

indices 1 and 2, which refer to analysis times t1 and t2; xa
1 and 150

Pa
1 are the filtering analysis and filtering state error covariance at

time t1, which have been obtained in the previous cycle; all other

variables have direct analogues in formulation (1) of the global

problem. The function (2b) should be seen as the state-space cost

function associated with the analysis of the IEnKF-Q. It is the key 155

to the method’s derivation.

The main difference between the KF and the EnKF is their

representation of the state of the DA system (SDAS). In the

KF, the SDAS is carried by the state estimate x and state error

covariance P. In the EnKF, the SDAS is carried by an ensemble of 160

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls



4 P. Sakov, J.-M. Haussaire and M. Bocquet

model states E. These two representations are related as follows:

x = E1/m, (3a)

P = AAT/(m− 1), (3b)

A ≡ E− x1T = E (I− 11T/m), (3c)
165

where m is the ensemble size, and 1 is a vector with all

components equal to 1.

The problem formalised by (2) can be solved by finding zero

gradient of the cost function (2b):

 ∇x1J(x?1,x
?
2) = 0,

∇x2J(x?1,x
?
2) = 0,

(4)170

similarly to the approach in Sakov et al. (2012). However, for

an ensemble-based system the derivation becomes simpler if the

solution is sought in ensemble space. Let us assume

x1 = xa
1 + Aa

1u, (5a)175

Aa
1(Aa

1)T = Pa
1, (5b)

Aa
11 = 0, (5c)

where Aa
1 is defined as the matrix of the centred anomalies

resulting from a previous analysis at t1, and180

x2 =M(x1) + Aq
2v, (6a)

Aq
2(Aq

2)T = Q, (6b)

Aq
21 = 0. (6c)

We seek solution in (u,v) rather than in (x1,x2) space. Note that185

for convenience we use a different normalisation of the ensemble

anomalies in (5b) than in (3b). After substituting (5,6) into (2) the

problem takes the form

{u?,v?} = arg min
{u,v}

J(u,v), (7a)

J(u,v) =
1

2
uTu +

1

2
‖y2 −H(x2)‖2R−1 +

1

2
vTv, (7b)190

or, concatenating u and v,

w ≡

 u

v

 , (8a)

w? = arg min
w

J(w), (8b)

J(w) =
1

2
wTw +

1

2
‖y2 −H(x2)‖2R−1 , (8c) 195

where according to (5), (6) and (8a)

x2(w) =M(xa
1 + Aa

1w1:m) + Aq
2wm+1:m+mq , (9)

mq is the size of the model noise ensemble Aq
2, and wn1:n2 200

denotes a subvector of w formed by elements from n1 to n2.

Condition of zero gradient of the cost function (8c) yields

w − (HA)TR−1 [y2 −H(x2)] = 0, (10)

where 205

A ≡ [MAa
1,A

q
2], (11)

H ≡ ∇H(x2), (12)

M ≡ ∇M(x1). (13)

Equation (10) can be solved iteratively by the Newton method: 210

wi+1 = wi −Di∇J(wi), (14)

where Di is the inverse Hessian of the cost function (8c), and

hereafter index i denotes the value of the corresponding variable

at the ith iteration. We ignore the second-order derivatives in 215

calculating the Hessian, which corresponds to employing the

Gauss-Newton minimisation, so that

Di ≈
[
I + (HiAi)TR−1HiAi

]−1
, (15)

and (14) becomes 220

wi+1 −wi =
[
I + (HiAi)TR−1HiAi

]−1
×
{

(HiAi)TR−1
[
y2 −H(xi2)

]
−wi

}
. (16)

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls



An iterative EnKF in presence of additive model error 5

This equation, required to obtain the analysis state, is the core of

the IEnKF-Q method.225

The other two necessary elements of the IEnKF-Q are the

computations of the smoothed and filtered ensemble anomalies

As
1 and Aa

2. Knowledge of As
1 is needed to reduce the ensemble

spread at t1 in accordance with the reduced uncertainty after

assimilating observations at t2; and Aa
2 is needed to commence230

the next cycle.

To find the analysed ensemble anomalies at t2, we first define

the perturbed states at t1 and t2:

δx1 = Aa
1 δu, δx2 = MAa

1 δu + Aq
2 δv, (17)

in terms of the perturbed δu and δv. We note that in the linear case,235

D? approximated by (15) represents the covariance in ensemble

space:

E[w?(w?)T] = D?, (18)

where E is the statistical expectation and index ? denotes the value240

of the corresponding variable after convergence, so that, using

(17):

Aa
2(Aa

2)T = E[δx?2(δx?2)T]

= A?E[w?(w?)T](A?)T = A?D?(A?)T, (19)
245

and

Aa
2 = A?(D?)1/2

= A?
[
I + (H?A?)T(R)−1H?A?

]−1/2
, (20)

where D1/2 is the unique symmetric positive (semi-)definite250

square root of a positive (semi-)definite matrix D.

Similarly,

As
1(As

1)T = E[δx?1(δx?1)T] = Aa
1E[u?(u?)T](Aa

1)T; (21)

therefore

As
1 = Aa

1 (D?
1:m,1:m)1/2, (22)255

where Dn1:n2,m1:m2 denotes a submatrix of D formed by rows

from n1 to n2 and columns fromm1 tom2. It can be verified using

(32) that the smoothed error covariance Ps
1 = As

1(As
1)T matches

the Kalman smoother solution (Rauch et al. 1965, eq. 3.31). 260

Equations (16), (20) and (22) constitute the backbone of the

IEnKF-Q.

3. Decoupling of u and v in the case of linear observations

In the case of a linear observation operator H, it is possible

to decouple the solution for u and v. This is shown below by 265

transforming (16) to an alternative form.

Re-writing (16) as

wi+1 =
[
I + (HiAi)TR−1HiAi

]−1
× (HiAi)TR−1

[
y2 −H(xi2) + HiAiwi

]
(23)

270

and using the identity

[
I + BTR−1B

]−1
BTR−1 = BT(BBT + R)−1, (24)

where R is positive definite, we get

wi+1 =(HiAi)T
[
(HiAi)THiAi + R

]−1
275

×
[
y2 −H(xi2) + HiAiwi

]
, (25)

or, decomposing wi and Ai,



ui+1 =(HiMiAa
1)T

[
(HiMiAa

1)THiMiAa
1 + Ri

u

]−1
×
[
y2 −H

(
xi2

)
+ HiMiAa

1u
i + HiAq

2v
i
]
,

vi+1 =(HiAq
2)T

[
(HiAq

2)THiAq
2 + Ri

v

]−1
×
[
y2 −H

(
xi2

)
+ HiMiAa

1u
i + HiAq

2v
i
]
,

(26)

(27)

where

Ri
u ≡ HiAq

2(HiAq
2)T + R, (28)

Ri
v ≡ HiMiAa

1(HiMiAa
1)T + R. (29) 280

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls



6 P. Sakov, J.-M. Haussaire and M. Bocquet

Focusing on the increments of the iterates, we equivalently obtain



ui+1 − ui =Di
u

{
(HiMiAa

1)T(Ri
u)−1

×
[
y2 −H(xi2) + HiAq

2v
i
]
− ui

}
,

vi+1 − vi =Di
v

{
(HiAq

2)T(Ri
v)−1

×
[
y2 −H(xi2) + HiMiAa

1u
i
]
− vi

}
,

(30)

(31)

where

Di
u ≡

[
I + (HiMiAa

1)T(Ri
u)−1HiMiAa

1

]−1
, (32)

Di
v ≡

[
I + (HiAq

2)T(Ri
v)−1HiAq

2

]−1
. (33)

285

It is straightforward to verify that Di
u = Di

1:m,1:m, and Di
v =

Di
m+1:m+mq,m+1:m+mq

.

Equations (30) and (31) represent an alternative form of

equation (16) that makes it easy to see the decoupling of u and

v in the case of linear H. In this case Hi = H = Const and290

H(xi2) = H[M(xi1) + Aq
2v
i] = H ◦M(xi1) + HAq

2v
i, (34)

so that (30) becomes

ui+1 − ui =Di
u

{
(HMiAa

1)T(Ri
u)−1

×
[
y2 −H ◦M(xa

1 + Aa
1u
i)
]
− ui

}
. (35)

295

It follows from (35) that in the case of linear observations, u can

be found by the IEnKF algorithm (i.e, assuming perfect model)

with modified observation error (28): Ri
u = R + HQHT. After

that, v can be found from (31):

v? = (HAq
2)T(R?

v)−1
[
y2 −H(x?2) + HM?Aa

1u
?] , (36)300

which can further be simplified using x?2 =M(x?1) + Aq
2v
? and

u? = (HM?Aa
1)T(R?

u)−1
[
y2 −H ◦M(x?1)

]
(37)

obtained from (35), finally yielding the non-iterative estimator

v? = (HAq
2)T(R + HQHT)−1

[
y2 −H ◦M(x?1)

]
. (38)

Computationally, the decoupling reduces the size of Di, i.e. 305

(m+mq)× (m+mq), to that of Di
u, i.e. m×m; however, it

involves the inversion of a p× pmatrix Ri
u, where p is the number

of observations, which in large-scale geophysical systems can be

expected to be much larger than the ensemble sizes m and mq .

The decoupling of u and v can be analysed in terms of 310

probability distributions. This allows one to understand it at a

more fundamental level and to connect the IEnKF-Q to the particle

filter with optimal proposal importance sampling (Doucet et al.

2000), which is an elegant particle filter solution of our original

problem with applications to the data assimilation in geosciences 315

(Bocquet et al. 2010; Snyder et al. 2015; Slivinski and Snyder

2016).

The posterior probability density function (PDF) of the analysis

p(x1,x2|y2) is related to the IEnKF-Q cost function (2b) through

J(x1,x2) = − ln p(x1,x2|y2). (39) 320

In all generality, the posterior PDF can be decomposed into

p(x1,x2|y2) = p(x2|x1,y2)p(x1|y2). (40)

It turns out that whenH is linear both factors of this product have 325

an analytic expression. This simplification is leveraged over when

defining a particle filter with an optimal importance sampling

(Doucet et al. 2000). For our problem, one can show after some

elementary but tedious matrix algebra that

− ln p(x1|y2) =
1

2

∥∥x1 − xa
1

∥∥2
(Pa

1)
−1 330

+
1

2
‖y2 −H ◦M(x1)‖2(R+HQHT)−1 + c1, (41)

and

− ln p(x2|x1,y2) =

1

2
‖x2 −M(x1)−QHT(R + HQHT)−1 335

× [y2 −H ◦M(x1)] ‖2Q−1+HTR−1H + c2, (42)

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Prepared using qjrms4.cls



An iterative EnKF in presence of additive model error 7

where c1 and c2 are constants that neither depend on x1 nor

x2. Note that p(x1|y2) is non-Gaussian while p(x2|x1,y2) is a

Gaussian PDF thanks to the linearity of H.340

This decomposition enables to minimise J(x1,x2) in two

steps. First, one can minimise − ln p(x1|y2) over x1 yielding the

maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution x?1. This identifies with the

smoothing analysis of a perfect model IEnKF but with R replaced

with R + HQHT. Second, the MAP solution of the minimisation345

of − ln p(x2|x?1,y2) is directly given by

x?2 =M(x?1) + QHT
(
R + HQHT

)−1
×
[
y2 −H ◦M(x?1)

]
. (43)

It is simple to check that this expression, albeit written in350

ensemble space, is consistent with (38).

This decomposition explains at a fundamental level why the

computation of the MAP of the IEnKF-Q were to decouple in

(35,38) when the observation operator H is linear. However, this

decoupling, valid for the MAP, does not immediately convey to355

the computation of the posterior perturbations.

4. The base algorithm

In this section, we put up an IEnKF-Q algorithm based on

equations (16), (20) and (22). We refer to it as the base algorithm,

because there are many possible variations of the algorithm based360

on different representations of these equations, including using

decoupling of u and v in the case of linear observations described

in section 3. Further, we do not include localisation, which is

a necessary attribute of large-scale systems. The localisation of

the IEnKF and IEnKS has been explored in Bocquet (2016). In365

this paper, an implementation based on the local analysis method

(Evensen 2003; Sakov and Bertino 2011) has been proposed and

may require the use of a surrogate model, typically advection

by the fluid, to propagate a dynamically covariant localisation

over long data assimilation windows. Such an implementation is370

actually rather straightforward for the IEnKF-Q since it is already

formulated in ensemble space. Even though this is not the focus

of this study, we will make preliminary tests of a local variant of

the IEnKF-Q at the end of section 5 and provide its algorithm in

Appendix A.375

While the EnKF is a derivative-less method, it is possible to

vary the type of approximations of Jacobians M and H with the

ensemble used in the algorithm. In various types of the EnKF, it is

common to use approximations of various products of H and M

using ensemble of finite spread set based on statistical estimation 380

(3b) for sample covariance:

Hx ← H(E) 1/m, (44a)

HA ← H(E)(I− 11T/m), (44b)

Mx ← M(E) 1/m, (44c)

MA ← M(E)(I− 11T/m), (44d) 385

HMA ← H ◦M(E)(I− 11T/m). (44e)

However, as pointed in Sakov et al. (2012), it is also possible to

use finite difference approximations:

Hx ← H(x1T + εA) 1/m, (45a) 390

HA ← H(x1T + εA)(I− 11T/m)/ε, (45b)

Mx ← M(x1T + εA) 1/m, (45c)

MA ← M(x1T + εA)(I− 11T/m)/ε, (45d)

HMA ← H ◦M(x1T + εA)(I− 11T/m)/ε, (45e)
395

where ε� 1. Using these approximations results in methods of

derivative-less state-space extended Kalman filter (EKF) type.

The difference in employing approximations (44) and (45) is

somewhat similar to the difference between secant and Newton

methods. It is also possible to mix these two approaches by 400

choosing an intermediate value of parameter ε in (45), e.g., ε =

0.5.

Approximations of EnKF and EKF types (44) and (45) were

compared in a number of numerical experiments in Sakov

et al. (2012). It was found that generally using finite spread 405

approximations (44) results in more robust and better performing

schemes.

It was found later (Bocquet and Sakov 2012) that performance

of schemes based on finite difference approximations can be

improved by conducting a final propagation with a finite 410

spread ensemble. The corresponding schemes were referred to

as “bundle” variants, while the schemes using finite spread
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8 P. Sakov, J.-M. Haussaire and M. Bocquet

approximations – as “transform” variants. The algorithm 1 is a

transform variant of the IEnKF-Q method.

Algorithm 1 A “transform” variant of the IEnKF-Q. The pieces
of pseudo-code highlighted in red show changes relative to the
IEnKF algorithm in absence of model error. “SR(A,m)” denotes
ensemble size reduction from m+mq to m.

1: function [E2] = ienkf cycle(Ea
1, A

q
2, y2, R,M,H)

2: xa
1 = Ea

1 1/m

3: Aa
1 = (Ea

1 − xa
11

T)/
√
m− 1

4: D = I, w = 0

5: repeat
6: x1 = xa

1 + Aa
1w1:m

7: T = (D1:m,1:m)1/2

8: E1 = x11
T + Aa

1T
√
m− 1

9: E2 =M(E1)

10: HA2 = H(E2)(I− 11T/m)T−1/
√
m− 1

11: HAq
2 = H(E211

T/m + Aq
2

√
mq − 1)

×(I− 11T/mq)/
√
mq − 1

12: HA = [HA2,HAq
2]

13: x2 = E21/m+Aq
2wm+1:m+mq

14: ∇J = w − (HA)TR−1[y2 −H(x2)]

15: D = [I + (HA)TR−1HA]−1

16: ∆w = −D∇J
17: w := w + ∆w

18: until ‖∆w‖ < ε

19: A2 = E2 (I− 11T/m)T−1

20: A = [A2/
√
m− 1,Aq

2]D1/2

21: A2 = SR(A,m)
√
m− 1

22: E2 = x21
T + A2

23: end function

Line 6 of the algorithm corresponds to (5a); line 7 calculates the415

ensemble transform in (22); multiplication by
√
m− 1 on line 8

restores normalisation of ensemble anomalies before propagation

to statistically correct magnitude; division by
√
m− 1 on line

10 changes it to the algebraically convenient form P = AAT

used in (5). The observation ensemble anomalies of the model420

noise ensemble HiAq
2 are calculated on line 11. This involves

adding ensemble mean and re-normalisation before applying the

observation operator. In the case of linear observations this line

would reduce to HAq
2 = H(Aq

2). Line 13 corresponds to (6a), and

line 20 to (20).425

The ensemble transform applied in line 7 is actually a

bit restrictive, though it is sleek and convenient. Its potential

suboptimality is obvious in that the transform correctly applies

to the evolution model propagation of the ensemble, but not to

the observation operator. In this context, faithfully enforcing the 430

transform principle proposed in Sakov et al. (2012) would imply

applying (on the right) the transform matrix T = D1/2 to the joint

anomaly matrix
[
Aa

1, Aq
2

]
, before applying the nonlinear map

from the ensemble space to the observation space:

w 7→ H
(
M(xa

1 + Aa
1w1:m) + Aq

2wm+1:m+mq

)
. (46) 435

The implementation of this joint transform is less simple than

that offered by the one in line 7, which merely amounts to

using the smoothing anomalies marginalised at t1. Another

simple possibility is to choose T = [D1/2]1:m,1:m, which remains

a positive definite matrix. We have checked that these three 440

approaches yield the same quantitative results for all the

experiments reported below, except for those on localisation.

However, we expect that the optimal joint transform mentioned

above could make a difference in the presence of a significantly

nonlinear observation operator (not tested). 445

Because the IEnKF-Q uses augmented ensemble anomalies

(11)∗, it increases the ensemble size from m to m+mq .

Consequently, to return to the original ensemble size one needs

to conduct ensemble size reduction at the end of the cycle. If the

ensemble size is equal to or exceeds the dimension of the model 450

subspace, such a reduction can be done losslessly; otherwise it

is lossy. The reduction of the ensemble size is conducted on

line 21 of Algorithm 1. Multiplication by
√
m− 1 performs re-

normalisation of A2 back to the standard EnKF form (3b).

A possible way of reducing the ensemble size to m is to 455

keep the m− 1 largest principal components of Aa
2 and use the

remaining degree of freedom to centre the reduced ensemble to

zero. In practice the magnitude of ensemble members produced

by this procedure can be quite non-uniform, similar to that of the

SVD spectrum of the ensemble. This can have a detrimental effect 460

on performance in a nonlinear system; therefore, one may need to

apply random mean-preserving rotations to the ensemble to render

the ensemble distribution more Gaussian.

∗The augmentation of the propagated state error anomalies and model error
anomalies has also been used in the reduced rank square root filter by Verlaan and
Heemink (1997, eq. (28)).
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This reduction, based on the SVD, actually represents a

marginalisation, in a probabilistic sense, over all the remaining465

degrees of freedom. Assuming Gaussian statistics of the

perturbations, the marginalisation can be rigorously performed

this way as the excluded modes are orthogonal to the posterior

ensemble subspace. In the limit of the Gaussian approximation,

this guarantees that the reduction to the posterior ensemble space470

accounts for all information available in this ensemble space.

In the IEnKF-Q algorithm, the computational cost induced by

mq is due to the cost of the observation operator to be applied

to the mq additional members of the ensemble in the analysis,

as seen in (10), (11) and (12). In contrast, the cost associated475

to the m members of the ensemble is due to the application of

both the evolution model and observation operators, which is

potentially much greater, as seen in (10), (11), (12) and (13). A

large mq also potentially increases the computational cost of the

nonlinear optimisation of cost function (8c), which is nonetheless480

expected to be often marginal compared to the computational cost

of the models. For realistic applications,mq could be chosen to be

reasonably small by pointing Aq
2 to the most uncertain, possibly

known a priori, directions of the model, such as the forcings.

These are often called stochastic perturbations of the physical485

tendencies, see Buizza et al. (1999), section 2.5 of Wu et al.

(2008) and section 5.c of Houtekamer et al. (2009). Because they

are randomly selected, these perturbations are actually meant to

explore a number of independent model error directions greater

than mq but over several cycles of the DA scheme.490

5. Numerical tests

This section describes a number of numerical tests of the IEnKF-

Q with the Lorenz-96 model (Lorenz and Emanuel 1998) to verify

its performance against the IEnKF and EnKF.

The model is based on 40 coupled ordinary differential495

equations in a periodic domain:

ẋi = (xi+1 − xi−2)xi−1 − xi + 8, i = 1, . . . , 40; (47)

x0 = x40, x−1 = x39, x41 = x1. (48)

Following Lorenz and Emanuel (1998), this system is integrated500

with the fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme, using a fixed time

step of δt = 0.05, which is considered to be one model step.

The model noise is added after integrating equations (47) for

the time length of each DA cycle. An alternative would be to

gradually add model noise at each model time step, which would 505

be consistent if the original model was based on a continuous

stochastic differential equation. Even though less elegant, we

chose the former approach because, in that case, the actual model

error covariance is guaranteed to match the assumed model error

covariance. However, an implication of such approach is that the 510

properties of the resulting stochastic model depend on the length

of the cycle. This applies to the true model state as well as to the

ensemble members of the EnKF- and IEnKF-based methods to be

defined later.

In the following twin experiments, each variable of the model 515

is independently observed once per DA cycle with Gaussian

observation error of variance 1: R = I. The performance metric

we use is the filtering analysis root mean square error (RMSE)

averaged over 105 cycles after a spinup of 5000 cycles. For

each run the optimal inflation is chosen out of the following set: 520

{1, 1.02, 1.05, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.5, 3, 4}.

In the following experiments, we choose mq = 41 for the

IEnKF-Q so that Aq
2 can span the whole range of Q whatever

its actual form, which ensures that (6b) is exactly satisfied. This

should highlight the full potential of the IEnKF-Q. 525

As justified in section 4, random mean-preserving rotations of

the ensemble anomalies are sometimes applied to the IEnKF-Q,

typically in the very weak model error regime.

The performance of the IEnKF-Q is compared to that of the

EnKF using the ensemble transform Kalman filter scheme (ETKF, 530

Bishop et al. 2001) modified to accommodate the additive model

error. The additive model error needs to be accounted for after the

propagation step, so as to have Pf
2 = MPa

1M
T + Q. However, in

an ensemble framework where the ensemble sizem is smaller than

the size of the state space n, generally, one cannot have ensemble 535

of anomalies Af
2 such that Af

2(Af
2)T = Pf

2. To accommodate

model error into the EnKF or IEnKF frameworks, we use two

modifications of each of these schemes, referred to as stochastic

and deterministic approaches.
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10 P. Sakov, J.-M. Haussaire and M. Bocquet

The stochastic approach is540

Af
2 = MAa

1 + Q1/2Ξ, (49)

where Ξ is an n×m matrix whose columns are indepen-

dently sampled from N (0, I). With these anomalies, one has

E
[
Af

2(Af
2)T
]

= MPa
1M

T + Q. When applying this approach545

to the EnKF, we refer to it as EnKF-Rand. Be wary that the

EnKF-Rand is not the original stochastic EnKF; its analysis step

is deterministic.

The deterministic approach is to substitute the full covariance

matrix Q with its projection Q̂ onto the ensemble subspace: Q̂ =550

ΠAQΠA, where ΠA = AA† is the projector onto the subspace

generated by the anomalies (the columns of) A = MAa
1, and

A† denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. This yields the

factorisation (which is approximate if m ≤ n):

Pf
2 ≈MPa

1M
T + Q̂ = AAT + AA†Q(A†)TAT

555

≈ A
[
I + A†Q(A†)T

]
AT. (50)

Hence, the anomalies that satisfy (50) are (Raanes et al. 2015)

Af
2 = A

[
I + A†Q(A†)T

]1/2
. (51)

560

When applying this approach to the EnKF, we refer to it as EnKF-

Det.

Those two simple ways to add model noise to the analysis of the

EnKF can also be applied to the standard IEnKF. At each iteration,

the IEnKF smoothing analysis at t1, yielding As
1, is followed by565

either (49) or (51) with Aa
1 replaced with As

1, which yields the

IEnKF-Rand and IEnKF-Det methods, respectively.

These heuristic methods are fostered by the decoupling analysis

in section 3 when H is linear. This analysis suggests that the

IEnKF smoothing analysis at t1 should actually be performed570

with an observation error covariance matrix R + HQHT in place

of R. Note, however, that we did not observe any significant

differences in the performance of the IEnKF-Rand and IEnKF-

Det with or without this correction.

Further, it can be shown that the heuristic IEnKF-Rand yields 575

Pa
2 ≈E

[
MPs

1M
T + Q

]
≈Q + MPa

1M
T −MPa

1M
THT

×
[
R + H(Q + MPa

1M
T)HT

]−1
HMPa

1M
T, (52)

whereas the rigorous IEnKF-Q yields 580

Pa
2 = Q + MPa

1M
T − (Q + MPa

1M
T)HT

×
[
R + H(Q + MPa

1M
T)HT

]−1
H(Q + MPa

1M
T). (53)

These posterior error covariance matrices (52) and (53) are very

similar (although objectively different whenever Q 6= 0), so that 585

the IEnKF-Rand and IEnKF-Det can be considered as relevant

approximations of the IEnKF-Q. Note that if m ≥ n+ 1, (52)

provides an exact expression for Pa
2 of the IEnKF-Det. The tests

below show that with a full-rank (or nearly full-rank) ensemble

and tuned inflation the IEnKF-Det and IEnKF-Q can yield very 590

similar performance.

Finally, let us mention that the IEnKF could also use one of

the advanced model error perturbation schemes introduced by

Raanes et al. (2015), with the goal to form other IEnKF-based

approximate schemes of the IEnKF-Q. Yet, we do not expect these 595

alternative schemes to fundamentally change the conclusions to be

drawn from the rest of this study.

5.1. Test 1: nonlinearity

This test investigates the performance of the schemes depending

on the time interval between observations, covering DA regimes 600

from weakly nonlinear to significantly nonlinear. The ensemble

size is m = 20, chosen so that it is greater than the dimension of

the unstable-neutral subspace (which is here 14 and to which we

add 1 to account for the redundancy in the anomalies) and hence

avoids the need for localisation. Each model variable is observed 605

once at each DA cycle. Model error covariance is set to Q =

0.01T I, where T is the time interval between observations in

units of the model time-step δt = 0.05. For instance, T = 4 stands

for 4× δt = 0.20 units of the Lorenz-96 model. It is therefore

proportional to the cycle length. Since it is added after model 610

integration over the cycle length, the model error variance per
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An iterative EnKF in presence of additive model error 11

unit of time is kept constant. Even though this value of Q is two

orders of magnitude smaller than R when T = 1, we found it to be

realistic. Indeed, the standard deviation of the perturbation added

to the truth of the synthetic experiment is 0.1 in that case, to be615

compared to a root mean square error of about 0.2 obtained for the

analysis of the EnKF in a perfect model experiment with T = 1,

the Lorenz-96 model, and the data assimilation setup subsequently

described.
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Figure 1. Test 1: dependence of the mean analysis RMSE on the time interval
between observations T in units of δt. m = 20, Q = 0.01T I.

Figure 1 compares the performance of the EnKF, the IEnKF620

and the IEnKF-Q depending on the time interval T (in

units of δt) between observations. From T = 3, the iterative

methods noticeably outperform the EnKF due to the increasing

nonlinearity. For all T , the IEnKF-Q consistently outperforms

the IEnKF-Rand and IEnKF-Det. Interestingly, this conclusion625

holds for the weakly nonlinear case T = 1. The reason is that

the IEnKF-Q internally uses ensemble of size m+mq during the

minimisation, while the other methods use only ensembles of size

m. As will be shown in sections 5.2 and 5.3 (Tests 2 and 3), this

advantage decreases with larger ensembles.630

Figure 2 replicates the settings used for Figure 4 of Raanes

et al. (2015). Our EnKF-Rand and EnKF-Det schemes correspond

to their Add-Q and Sqrt-Core, respectively. Note that Raanes

et al. (2015) added model error with covariance [Q]ij =

0.05
(
exp[−d2(i, j)/30] + 0.1δij

)
after each model step, where635

δij is the Kronecker symbol and d is the distance on the circle:

d(i, j) = min(|i− j|, 40− |i− j|). Compared to Figure 1, the

ensemble size is, accordingly, increased to 30, and the model

error covariance is increased and correlated. It can be seen that
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Figure 2. Test 1: dependence of the mean analysis RMSE on the time interval
between observations T (in units of δt) with settings similar to those from Raanes
et al. (2015), their Figure 4; m = 30, and Q is non-diagonal (see text).

the increase in the model error results in a more pronounced 640

advantage of the IEnKF-Q over the other methods. The relative

performance of the non-iterative schemes is better than in Figure 1

because of the increased ensemble size.

5.2. Test 2: model noise magnitude

This test investigates the relative performance of the schemes 645

depending on the magnitude of model error both in a weakly

nonlinear and significantly nonlinear case. The tests for all

schemes involved are conducted with ensemble size m = 20.

Moreover, results with full-rank ensemble m = 41 are shown for

IEnKF-Det and IEnKF-Q. 650

Figure 3 shows the performance of the schemes in a weakly

nonlinear case T = 1. For small model error q . 3 · 10−3, all

schemes perform similarly; for q & 3 · 10−3 the IEnKF-Q starts

to outperform other schemes; and from q & 5 · 10−2 the iterative

schemes IEnKF-Rand and IEnKF-Det start to outperform their 655

non-iterative counterparts EnKF-Rand and EnKF-Det.

Interestingly, the IEnKF-Q does not show advantage over

IEnKF-Det when both use full-rank ensembles m = 41 (except,

perhaps, some very marginal advantage for larger model error

q & 0.1). At a heuristic level, both schemes indeed explore the 660

same model error directions. At a mathematical level, there are

indications in favour of this behaviour, including the marginal

advantage. Thanks to the decoupling analysis, we see that when

m = 41 the smoothing analysis at t1 of the IEnKF-Q and that of

the IEnKF-Det become equivalent. However, the filtering analysis 665
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12 P. Sakov, J.-M. Haussaire and M. Bocquet

at t2 of the IEnKF-Q, (43), is different albeit close to that of the

IEnKF-Det, which is just the forecast of x?1, i.e., the first term of

(43). Concerning the update of the anomalies of the ensemble, we

have seen that (52) is the Pa
2 of the IEnKF-Det when m = 41, and

is very close to the expression of Pa
2 for the IEnKF-Q, (53), except670

maybe when Q is large.
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Figure 3. Test 2: dependence of the mean analysis RMSE on the magnitude of
model error in a weakly nonlinear case T = 1; Q = qT I, m = 20.

In the significantly nonlinear case (T = 10, Figure 4), the non-

iterative schemes are no longer able to constrain the model. The

empirically modified iterative schemes IEnKF-Rand and IEnKF-

Det yield performance similar to the IEnKF-Q up to q . 2 · 10−3675

with the ensemble size m = 20, and up to q . 10−2 with the

ensemble size m = 41; however, apart from underperforming the

IEnKF-Q for larger model errors, they also lose stability and are

unable to complete 105 cycles necessary for completion of these

runs. Interestingly, for very large model error q = 0.5 (Q = 5I)680

the IEnKF-Q yields similar performance with the ensemble size

ofm = 20 andm = 41, with the RMSE∼ 0.94 much smaller than

the average magnitude of the model error∼ 2.2. In this regime, the

analysis RMSE remains smaller than that obtained with the sole

observations (estimated to be 0.994 . 1 by A. Farchi, personal685

communication). This could be due to the variational analysis

which spans the full state space since mq = 41, and, in this

regime, little depends on the prior perturbations Aa
1.

5.3. Test 3: ensemble size

This test investigates the performance of the methods depending690

on the ensemble size both in a weakly nonlinear (T = 1, Figure 5)
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Figure 4. Test 2: dependence of the mean analysis RMSE on the magnitude of
model error in a significantly nonlinear case T = 10; Q = qT I, m = 20.

and a significantly nonlinear (T = 10, Figure 6) case. The model

error is set to a moderate magnitude Q = 0.01T I.
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Figure 5. Test 3: dependence of the mean analysis RMSE on the ensemble size.
T = 1, Q = 0.01T I.
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Figure 6. Test 3: dependence of the mean analysis RMSE on the ensemble size.
T = 10, Q = 0.01T I.
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In line with the results of Test 2, we observe that the

non-iterative schemes do not perform well in the significantly695

nonlinear case. The IEnKF-Q outperforms the other schemes

when using smaller ensembles, but yields a performance similar

to that of the IEnKF-Det with a full-rank (or nearly full-rank)

ensemble. This is mainly due to its search for the optimal analysis

state over a large subspace. Likewise, the performance of the700

IEnKF-Q degrades when restricting the model error directions to

that of the ensemble space (yielding mq = m), and yet remains

slightly better than the IEnKF-Det (not shown).

5.4. Test 4: localisation

A couple of numerical experiments are carried out to check that705

the IEnKF-Q can be made local. However, a detailed discussion

of the results is out of scope, since our primary concern is only

to confirm the feasibility of a local IEnKF-Q. To this end, we

have merged the local analysis as described in Bocquet (2016) and

initially meant for the IEnKF in perfect model conditions, with710

the IEnKF-Q algorithm. The resulting local IEnKF-Q algorithm

is given in Appendix A.

First, we use the same experimental setup as for Figure 1, i.e.

the RMSE as a function of T . In addition, we consider the local

IEnKF-Q with an ensemble size of m = 10, which requires the715

use of localisation. The localisation length is 10 grid points (see

Appendix A for its definition). Dynamically covariant localisation

is used (see section 4.3 in Bocquet 2016). The RMSEs are plotted

in Figure 7. From Figure 1, we transfer the RMSE curve of the

global IEnKF-Q with ensemble size m = 20. The same RMSE720

curve but with m = 41 was computed and added to the plot. The

local IEnKF-Q RMSE curve lies in between those for the global

IEnKF-Q with m = 20 and m = 41.

Second, we use the same experimental setup as for Figure 3,

i.e. the RMSE as a function of the model error magnitude. From725

Figure 3, we transfer the RMSE curves of the global IEnKF-Q

with ensemble size m = 20 and m = 41. In addition, we consider

the local IEnKF-Q with an ensemble size of m = 10, which

requires the use of localisation. Again, the localisation length is 10

grid points. The RMSEs are plotted in Figure 8. The local IEnKF-730

Q RMSE curve lies in between those for the global IEnKF-Q with
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Figure 7. Test 4: dependence of the mean analysis RMSE on the time interval
between observations T in units of δt; Q = 0.01T I.

m = 20 and m = 41, with a slight deterioration for very weak

model error.
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Figure 8. Test 4: dependence of the mean analysis RMSE on the magnitude of
model error in a weakly nonlinear case T = 1; Q = qT I.

Both tests show that a local IEnKF-Q is not only feasible

but also yields very accurate results, with a local 10- 735

member implementation outperforming a global 20-member

implementation.

6. Discussion

The presence of model error in a DA system causes lossy

transmission of information in time. The remote in time 740

observations have less impact on the model state estimates

compared to the perfect-model case; and conversely, the current

observations have relatively more impact. The latter follows

from the KF solution, Pf
i+1 = Mi+1P

a
iM

T
i+1 + Qi+1, which

increases the forecast covariance by the model error covariance; 745
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therefore the presence of model error shifts the balance between

the model state and observations in the analysis towards

observations. The former can be seen from the “decoupled”

equation (35), when the smoothed state xs
1 can be obtained

essentially in the perfect-model framework using increased750

observation error R according to (28).

This dampened transmission of information shuts down the

usual mechanisms of communication in perfect-model linear

EnKF systems, such as applying calculated ensemble transforms

at a different time or concatenating ensemble observation755

anomalies within observation window. Because the IEnKF is

based on using observations at time t2 for updating the system

state at time t1, it was not intuitively clear whether it could be

rigorously extended for the case of imperfect model. Fortunately,

the answer to this question has proved to be positive. Moreover,760

the form of the IEnKF-Q solution (16) suggests that it may

be possible to further generalise its framework to assimilate

asynchronous observations (i.e, observations collected at different

times) within a DA cycle.

In practice, the concept of additive model error is rarely765

directly applicable, for two reasons. Firstly, the often encountered

model errors such as random or some systematic forcing errors,

representativeness errors, errors in parametrisations and basic

equations and so on are non-additive by nature. Secondly, even if

the model error is additive, it is generally difficult to characterise.770

Because in the KF the model error covariance is directly added

to the forecast error covariance, a misspecification of model error

will result in a suboptimal, and possibly unbalanced, analysis.

Nevertheless, the additive model error is an important

theoretical concept because it permits exact linear recursive775

solutions known as Kalman filter and Kalman smoother as well

as treatment by means of control theory (4D-Var). Furthermore,

in 4D-Var the additive model error can be used empirically for

regularisation of the minimisation problem that becomes unstable

for long assimilation windows (e.g., Blayo et al. 2014, p. 451).780

Therefore, there may be potential for empirical use of the additive

model error in the EnKF to improve numerics. It indeed can often

be perfectly feasible to specify some sort of additive model error

as a tuneable parameter of a suboptimal system, similarly to the

common use of inflation. In fact, a number of studies found that785

using empirical additive model error in EnKF systems, alone or

in combination with inflation, can yield better performance than

using inflation only (e.g., Whitaker et al. 2008). Another example

of employing model error in a suboptimal system is using (so

far without marked success) the hybrid covariance factorised by 790

ensemble anomalies augmenting a small (rank deficient) dynamic

ensemble and a large static ensemble (Counillon et al. 2009).

In this study, we have assumed that model error statistics

are known. In some simple situations, these could be estimated

online with techniques such as those developed by Todling 795

(2015). Nonetheless, using these empirical Bayesian estimation

techniques here would have obscured the methodological

introduction to the IEnKF-Q.

7. Summary

This study proposes a new method called IEnKF-Q that extends 800

the iterative ensemble Kalman filter (IEnKF) to the case

of additive model error. The method consists of a Gauss-

Newton minimisation of the nonlinear cost function conducted in

ensemble space spanned by the propagated ensemble anomalies

and anomalies of the model error ensemble. To simplify the 805

algebraic form of the Gauss-Newton minimisation, the IEnKF-

Q concatenates the expansion coefficients u and v into a single

vector w, and augments ensemble anomalies MAa
1 and Aq

2 into

a single ensemble A. After that, the minimisation takes the form

(16) similar to that in the perfect-model case. 810

Algorithmically, the method can take many variations including

“transform” and “bundle” versions, and various localisation

approaches. An example algorithm suitable for low dimensional

systems is presented in section 4. Using this algorithm, the method

is tested in section 5 in a number of experiments with the Lorenz- 815

96 model. In all experiments, the IEnKF-Q outperforms both

the EnKF and IEnKF adapted for handling model error either in

a “stochastic” or “deterministic” way, except in situations with

full-rank ensemble and weak to moderate model error, where

it performs equally with the IEnKF-Det. Surprisingly, it also 820

outperforms these methods in weakly nonlinear situations, when

the solution is essentially found at the very first iteration, and

iterative schemes should not have any marked advantage over non-

iterative schemes. This is caused by using full-rank (augmented)
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forecast ensemble anomalies in the analysis, and only reducing the825

ensemble size back to the initial one at the very end of the cycle.

Note that in practice the cost of the IEnKF-Q in high-dimensional

systems can be expected to be similar to that of the IEnKF because

both methods use ensembles of the same size in propagation.

One interesting feature of the IEnKF-Q is the decoupling830

of iterations over u and v made possible in presence of a

linear observation operator. In this case, u can be found using

the (perfect-model) IEnKF with an increased observation error

covariance, followed by obtaining v in a single iteration. The

decoupling can be the underlying reason why in certain situations835

the IEnKF-Q and IEnKF-Det show equal performance.
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Appendix A: Local IEnKF-Q algorithm

Algorithm 2 corresponds to a local analysis variant of the global845

IEnKF-Q. It stems from merging Algorithm 1 with the local

scheme described in Table 2 of Bocquet (2016). The local analyses

are looped over the space grid points i = 1, . . . , n. Each local

analysis uses a local observation error covariance matrix Ri

whose inverse has been tapered with the Gaspari-Cohn piecewise850

rational function (equation (4.10) in Gaspari and Cohn 1999),

where the localisation length is defined to be their c parameter.
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